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OPAG Goals Document

• Our current OPAG goals document was written in 2006
• Committee discussed pros and cons of updating this document vs starting from scratch
• Decision is that we want to pull together a much more condensed document that focuses on science objectives
• Science questions will be identified from existing documents (flagship studies, Decadal white papers, Decadal surveys, modulated by more recent findings)
• Text and tables will be written next
• Will have a draft out to the OPAG community shortly before our July meeting for review
Possible findings from this meeting

• Support for Cassini Solstice Mission to 2017
• Support for Europa Clipper mission
• Support for NASA Pu238 production
• Concerns regarding the R&A restructure
• Encourage non-ICEE instrument people to interact with the Europa Clipper project
• Cassini Participating Scientists?
• RPS as GFE in Discovery
• Open New Frontiers mission list?
• MMRTG mass mitigation
Outer Solar System Exploration

Outer Planets Assessment Group (OPAG) Findings
July 2013
OPAG Assessment: Mind the Gap

• OPAG regularly evaluates outer solar system exploration goals, objectives, investigations and required measurements on the basis of the widest possible community outreach. The group assembles twice per year to assess the current state of outer solar system exploration, goals for future exploration, and technology development needed to achieve those goals.
  – >500 people have signed up on OPAG website with indication of interest
  – Most recent OPAG meeting was 15-16 July 2013

• Our biggest concern remains the looming gap in missions to the outer solar system

• The near-term future is bright
  – Juno at Jupiter
  – Cassini at Saturn
  – New Horizons flyby of Pluto

• After that we have only
  – Limited participation in JUICE
  – Possible New Horizons flyby of a KBO
Threat to Cassini’s final years?

- NASA’s notional budget for the outyears no longer includes funding for Cassini in the outer planets line
- The final three years of the Cassini mission promise entirely new discoveries as the orbit of the spacecraft is cranked to high inclination and periapse is brought inside the rings. *This geometry enables acquisition of new data on Saturn’s interior and magnetosphere*, as well as a new perspective for viewing its rings, that continue the Cassini legacy of ground-breaking new scientific discoveries in the Saturnian system

- **OPAG finding:** NASA should explicitly show a notional budget for the Cassini Solstice Mission in 2015, 2016, and 2017. OPAG asserts that the unique science return from the Cassini end-of-mission observations strongly warrants full funding of the final three years of the mission.

- **OPAG finding:** OPAG seeks clarification from NASA PSD on the details of the senior review process as well as a better understanding of the ground rules for these reviews. In addition OPAG suggests NASA PSD should consider returning to senior reviews focused solely on the merit of individual extended missions.
Europa Clipper

• We are pleased that the US Congress has partially restored funding for NASA’s planetary science division in its FY14 request, including specific funding for the Europa Clipper Study.

• We continue to support the Europa Clipper as a scientifically compelling, technologically feasible and fiscally responsible approach to exploration of Europa. The Clipper will accomplish flagship-worthy science by investigating access to Europa’s subsurface ocean, a potential habitable zone.

• **OPAG finding:** We are enthusiastic that NASA is funding studies of a potential Europa mission and that NASA has allocated a significant fraction of the funds to instrument maturation. It is important that the outer planets community be kept up-to-date on the goals, balance, and progress of these studies, such as via frequent regular reports to the Europa Science Advisory Group and OPAG. We request that the next such report to OPAG include a notional schedule (perhaps expressed in relative time) for moving the Clipper from a study to the launchpad.
OPAG wishes to express its deep gratitude to NASA for persisting and now succeeding in the quest to re-start domestic production of Pu238. Without the availability of this fuel, access to the outer solar system would be severely curtailed if not terminated, as exemplified by the exclusion of missions requiring a nuclear power system in the New Frontiers 3 Announcement of Opportunity. In addition to its importance to exploration of the outer solar system OPAG notes that Pu238 also enables some missions in the inner solar system.

**OPAG finding:** The re-start of domestic production of Pu238 is a huge achievement and enables our continued exploration of the outer solar system.
JUICE Co-I Funding

• Strong international collaborations extend the capabilities and reach of any individual space-faring institution

• The ESA JUpiter ICy moons Explorer (JUICE) flagship-class mission is a logical successor to the fruitful Cassini-Huygens partnership. As in previous assessments, OPAG lauds NASA’s commitment of $100M (total lifecycle) to enable U.S. participation.

• OPAG is, however, concerned about the NASA announcement that it will not be able to fund US Co-Is on selected European instruments if they were not directly associated with selected hardware, because of the excess costs above the $100M allocation that this would require.

• We recognize that in times of tight budgets every investment must be carefully considered. OPAG therefore requests that NASA continue the dialogue with ESA to better understand critical scientific needs.

• **OPAG finding:** OPAG is concerned that not funding US JUICE Co-I’s damages JUICE science as well as international relations, and reduces the yield from NASA's JUICE investment. A lack of international scientific cross-fertilization risks the isolation of outer solar system scientific communities in Europe and the US. The collaborative international framework built by Cassini-Huygens represents years of effort and investment, and is a benefit to science that should be nurtured.
Thermal Protection Systems

• OPAG heard reports on a variety of technological developments - OPAG is pleased that a study of probe entry technologies applicable to Uranus is being undertaken as part of the program at Ames Research Center, because it provides an actual point design.

• Thermal protection systems (TPS) are key to probe missions and aerocapture missions – it is essential to make timely progress on bringing the technology to the level of technical readiness required

• **OPAG finding:** OPAG is concerned about the consistency of the thermal protection system (TPS) development with the likely schedule for NF-4. It is not clear that TPS required for a Decadal-Survey-recommended Saturn Probe mission will be at an appropriate TRL level by the time the NF-4 AO comes out. OPAG would also like to receive, as part of the current Uranus probe study, a report on missions possible with current technology and what would be enabled by new technology.
• OPAG also notes that to enable future probe missions, refined knowledge of the upper atmospheres of the Ice giants is needed, as well as an analysis of the spacecraft hazards posed by ring particles on trajectories suitable for probe delivery.

• **OPAG finding:** OPAG highlights the lack of knowledge in the outer solar system that brings risk to future missions to the ice giants. OPAG will establish a subcommittee to assess how some of the knowledge gaps can be filled.
Concern about proposed changes in Education and Public Outreach at NASA

- In the FY14 budget, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) proposed to consolidate 90 Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) programs and to realign ongoing STEM education activities “to improve the delivery, impact, and visibility of these efforts.”

- For NASA, this reorganization affects not only the NASA Office of Education, but more importantly the individual Education and Public Outreach (EPO) programs carried out within the Science Mission Directorate (SMD).

  **OPAG Finding:** OPAG is concerned that the elimination of EPO from NASA science missions such as Cassini, Juno, and New Horizons removes a major opportunity for the science community to maintain their competitiveness and communicate their relevance to broader societal goals. Further, if EPO science mission partnerships with diverse communities can no longer be included in mission proposals, this would disenfranchise constituencies who would contribute to a future, more diverse scientific community.
Outer Solar System Exploration

Worth the journey